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HTD
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double bed
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WC and shower

separate basin

ladder symbol for  
bunk beds

 
3-burner hob and sink

wardrobe
Dinette (seating group)

TV cabinet

double bed

clothespress

MODEL DESIGNATIONINTErIOr

BIrTHDAY
EDITION

BIrTHDAY
EDITION

Have a good trip!!!
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New ways to experience 
holiday pleasure.

WILK has been one of the favourite caravan brands in Ger-

many for more than 55 years. Helmut Wilk, the legendary 

founder of the company, was a unique pioneer in the sec-

tor. The best was never good enough for him – spurred on 

by ambition and dedication, he continued to develop new 

sophisticated caravans with the highest levels of safety 

and ergonomy.

Even today, part of the Wilk spirit of discovery is present in 

every caravan. Safety, durability and creativity – these are 

the special merits of the S3 and S4 series. And, because 

of this, the majority of people have the fondest memories 

of their holidays with WILK. You can enjoy yourself while 

WILK takes care of you. A great feeling.
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People have the fondest memories of holidays that they 

were able to enjoy happily and carefree from the outset. 

What will my holiday accommodation be like? What 

should I pack? Will I be able to sleep well? Will the 

children enjoy themselves? Will the journey go well? 

Questions to which there is only one answer: Safety, 

ambience and a host of ideas “to take along with you“.

with delight in something special.

The journey begins 
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WILKS3
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Arrival in freedom.
Innovative layouts like the S� ��0 FS show how good 

freedom is ‚on the road‘ nowadays: The spacious salon 

seating group in the rear opens completely new per-

spectives in the truest sense of the word; from here, it 

is possible to look out at directly at the countryside and 

enjoy nature to the full. 
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S3 500 DM�

The S3 500 DM layout also provides the best outlooks from 

its comfortable dinette seating group: The view of the room 

is truly spacious, a very calm ambience is created by the 

open transition to the double bed and the subtle, modern 

furniture design including the light kitchen worktop.
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03

01

�

S3 450 FS

01 There‘s plenty of room for the whole family in the  

spacious salon seating group.

02 The variable corner element of the salon seating group 

is a practical freely adjustable stool as well as an additional 

seat.

03 The corner bench unit houses an additional storage 

compartment. 

These S3 layouts create 
space for your ideas.
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�0 S3 450 FS

A place in the sun is guaranteed: The modern compact 

kitchen is arranged just across from the salon seating group 

of the S3 450 FS: Top kitchen fittings: a gas oven can be 

fitted to any basic S3 layout and the 105-l refrigerator is 

included as a standard feature.

01 Bathroom with a large shower and separate sink next to 

the French bed.

The S3 gives you 
limitless pleasure. 
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�� S3 650 DK

The basic S3 650 DK layout is an example of perfect space 

utilisation and effect: there are two generous bedrooms with 

double bed and bunk beds, which can be divided from each 

other and from the living room. Three generous wardrobe 

solutions in between provide even more privacy in the adult 

and children areas. 

Holiday with the family? 
The S3 is just the thing!
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��S3 650 DK

Ergonomically-shaped, solidly sprung seating upholstery in 

attractive new designs is the focal point in the rear of the 

S3 650 DK – and lots of storage cupboards with silver 

intarsia offer space for dishes and cutlery, ornaments and 

much more.

A mobile home for the whole 
family: the S3 650 DK.
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02

��S3 650 DK

Everything has its place in the central bathroom with an ex-

tra large washbasin, atmospheric wood decor and practical 

wall cupboard.

01 Unlimited space in the generous wardrobe next to  

the bunk bed in the rear and an additional shelf under the 

window.

02 Perfect solution: one half of the double bed – which is 

over two metres long – folds up to provide easy access to 

the additional storage space under its surface.

Everything is well thought 
out: storage space, cup-
boards & co.



���� S3 500 DM



����S3 500 DM
S3 650 DK

��S3 500 DM
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�0 S3 500 DM

Separate rooms for parents and children with a large dining 

and kitchen area in between: there‘s room for everyone in 

the 500 DM thanks to the cleverly fitted diagonal bed in the

rear (see previous page) and the slimline integrated bunk 

bed next to the bathroom. 

01 Room for the new space-saving TV solution above the 

standard 105-l refrigerator: flat screens, for instance, can 

be fitted on a flexible telescopic arm.

02 Room for hobbys and recreation: toys and sports equip-

ment hide away under the folding bunk bed.

Delight for the whole family: 
the fresh S3 room concepts.
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�� S3 490 KM

Despite its compact dimensions, this basic layout is re-

freshingly open: the lightweight room divider between the 

double bed and the dinette makes the room look pleasantly 

spacious, and the children have their own domain in the rear. 

Take a break from daily routine: the ergonomically shaped, 

silver-edged dining table with blends perfectly with the 

ambience and harmonises with the new quartz effect 

laminate of the kitchen worktop.

01 Practical for everyone: children can get outside from 

their “play area” in the rear, without having to go through 

the living area.  

Always pleasantly flexible. 
With the ideas in the S3.
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New experiences, discovering nature, meeting interesting 

people, or simply recharging your batteries – this is what 

makes a holiday. Holidaymakers come back a little richer. 

This not only makes everyday life more pleasant, but also 

increases the anticipation of the next journey. An advantage 

in every respect.

wherever you are. 
Enjoy life
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WILKS4
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Making dreams come true.
The WILK S� delights a lot of people who want to enjoy 

a nature holiday. The WILK S� – with its friendly living 

harmony, elegant external silhouette, timelessly beauti-

ful quality furnishing and generous room arrangement 

– is the ideal travel caravan for families who place value 

on special features and professional campers who place 

the highest demands on their mobile home.

S4 490 UE
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�0 S4 490 UE

The perfect example of the special S4 attitude to life: the 

fascinating variety of the 490 UE basic layout. It consists of 

the perfect combination, over a compact length, of a gener-

ous bedroom, comfortable circular seating group and space-

saving solutions for bathroom and kitchen galley to create 

an atmospheric “holiday apartment”. The timeless, attrac-

tive furniture design is highlighted by the warm Lugano pear 

wood, the rounded lines of the furniture fronts, the silver 

applications and high quality shell handles on storage 

compartments. Friendly, bright laminates for table and 

kitchen worktops, matching edges on the furniture, a 

completely new, room-specific lighting concept and details 

such as the solid door construction complete the special 

S4 ambience.

A deluxe holiday – in the new 
S4 holiday paradise. 
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�� S4 490 UE

More worktop space thanks to the intelligent kitchen er-

gonomics: a combination of a slender 3-burner cooker and 

circular sink with drainer, plus delightful glass covers in light 

smoky glass.



0201

��

01 Variable, lockable room divider with lamella blind, TV site 

and serving hatch between the bedroom and kitchen.

02 The added feature of an apothecary’s pullout offers 

practical storage space in a narrow cabinet element.

Relaxation guaranteed – 
in the special S4 ambience.
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03

01

��S4 490 UE

Comfortably furnished bathrooms with larger sinks, ergo-

nomic storage surfaces and an elegant wood look for the 

furniture are a special feature of the S4 room design.

01 Extra large solid sleeping surfaces also possible on  

single bed layouts.

02 Variable roller bed base for an individual bedroom layout.

03 Generously proportioned classic single beds. Practical 

bedroom details: a combination of open storage elements 

and elegant milky glass sliding door with individually adjus-

table reading lights.

Uncompromisingly beautiful – 
the wellbeing oases in the S4.
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��S4 450 HTD

This layout is a genuine classic with the popular room division 

of a bedroom and bathroom area and separate “living room“. 

The elegant room divider element with serving hatch and TV 

site offers an unrestricted view and a sliding door between 

the outside sink and wardrobe makes the sleeping area an 

undisturbed private zone. The indirectly lit spice rack in the 

kitchen is a delightful focal point. The light décor of the kitchen 

worktop and dining table adds a modern friendliness to the 

room.

Refreshingly different – 
the new S4 design ideas. 
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��S4 450 HTD

Space for wellbeing moments: in the S4 with separate sinks 

there is lots of storage surfaces and optimum freedom of 

movement in the smallest space.

01 Combined toilet/shower with wood décor panelling, high-

quality wooden door. 

High-quality details – 
the S4 furnishing speciality.



�0 S4 700 DM

Ideal for families with complete quality safety, the new S4 

children’s bedrooms are the perfect holiday companion.

The S4 reveals all its finesse in the intelligent room design 

of the 700 DM basic layout: The rear of the caravan is a 

separate “domain“ for children – with fixed bunk bed and a 

cosy dinette that converts into an additional double bed. A 

child-safe rail around the top bunk bed, sturdy home living 

textiles and attractive details such as the combined play 

wall with utensils bags and easel will keep young adventur-

ers entertained even in bad weather.

Just like the theme park – 
the S4 children‘s world.
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�� S4 700 DM

01 Lots of space for connoisseurs – the generous galley kit-

chen, available with an optional gas oven on any layout, and 

with a 150-l refrigerator as a standard feature in the 700 DM.

02 Lots of freedom of movement: bathroom with an extra 

large shower and separate washbasin in the anteroom.

03 Lots of vision: the room looks open and friendly – even 

though it accommodates a double bed and family-friendly 

living room suite; a wooden sliding door creates privacy in 

the bedroom.



��

Apartment feeling – 
in the clever S4 room design.



�� S4 530 MS

The living worlds in the new S4 are wonderfully atmospheric: 

various light sources, warm shades of wood and Medi-

terranean fabrics such as Korsika create a wonderfully 

comfortable ambience all round. Layout solutions, such as 

a centre seating group seen here with an additional side 

bench make the most of the delightful design.
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02

��

01 Direct access to the awning area from the mini L kitchen 

in the rear. The separate 105-l refrigerator is standard in all 

S4 designs.

02 Perfectly integrated: the bathroom with the “sloping 

roof“ in the rear and the separate washing area outside it.

Pure harmony - in the mobile 
S4 holiday club.
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Special features of the WILK S4: while the upholsteries in 

the S3 are deliberately kept in a sporty yet simple style, 

the circular seating group upholstery of the elegant S4 is 

distinguished by the opulent quality of the workmanship 

with a lavish stitched trim.



��

Zypern

Korsika Sardinien

Malta

Welcome to your holiday accommodation!

Choose one of four attractive fabric designs for your new 

WILK S3 or S4! Our sumptuously-produced home textiles 

are particularly hard-wearing, easy to care for, and conjure 

up a unique maritime flair in your new mobile holiday home. 



WILK S4 560 UE

��

ALDE hot water heating
The Alde central heating system is built on the same 
principle as the heating systems in most households. 
The air is heated and rises upwards through the 
principle of convection. As the furniture is mounted at a 
distance away from the wall and also provided with 
special ventilation slits, the warm air can circulate freely 
in the room. In this way, there is also no build up of 
dampness behind the furniture, the climate remains 
constantly pleasant and healthy. 
Optional upgrade possible for S4 models.

Underfloor heating
Particularly when camping in the winter, an additional 
electric underfloor heating is really useful. The opti-
mized laying of the closely-meshed heating system 
almost across the whole area ensures even heat 
distribution nearly throughout the entire caravan.  
The warmth also reaches the footwell of the circular 
seating group – unpleasant cold zones are a thing of 
the past here. 
Optional upgrade possible for S3 and S4 models.

BPW chassis technology
BPW is the leading manufacturer of axles and chassis 
systems for trailers. Based on more than 100 years of 
company experience, these are tailormade, weight-
optimized chassis solutions that guarantee the highest 
degree of dynamics, safety and travel comfort for the 
car/trailer combination. Thanks to BPW, the caravan 
holds the road even on bends, while overtaking and 
with treacherous side winds. Standard for all S3 and 
S4 models.

Safety locks
Comfort is a matter of course for all WILK-S4 caravans: 
the partioned entrance door with robust, high-quality 
handle and 3-point safety lock. Thanks to the practical 
single-key master key system, all doors and flaps can 
also be locked with a unique, central key. There is, 
however, also an extra locking mechanism for hinged 
external storage door flaps (optional) for WILK cara-
vans. A single-key, master key system standard for 
all S3 and S4 models.

skylight

window

air vents

air inlet

WILK advantages
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WILK VISCO mattresses
The special WILK-VISCO foam mattress is a genuine 
high-tech solution that is based on space technology 
and is extremely adept at adjusting to body weight 
and form. Mattresses made from this material en-
sure perfect pressure relief for the back and spine; 
they are breathable, anti-allergic, moisture-regulating 
and recommended by chiropractors. Thanks to their 
“memory“ function, these state-of-the-art mattresses 
guarantee restful sleep even when travelling. 
Available as a special accessory for all WILK caravans.

WILK roller beds
Sleeping comfort has played an important role in all 
WILK caravans for generations because good rest and 
relaxation is essential during an active nature holiday. 
This is why, for example, all UE layouts of our models 
are furnished with practical roller beds. In these single 
bed models, the roller slatted base can simply be pulled 
out to create  – with an additional cushion – a comfor-
table sleeping surface for two. Available as a special 
feature for all S3 and S4-UE layouts.

WILK water taxi
The mobile fresh water tank on a rolling trolley with an 
extendable strap-shaped handle, known as a water 
taxi, is a real benefit in flexibility on the camping site. 
The fresh water supply can simply be filled at the touch 
of a button with the integrated, electric water pump. 
Up to 25 litres can be transported effortlessly in the 
WILK water taxi. The complete range of useful 
WILK camping accessories can also be found in 
the Internet under www.wilk.de

Truma SecuMotion
With SecuMotion, the WILK caravan can also be heated 
during the journey throughout Europe as the system 
conforms to the latest safety requirements on gas 
systems. The gas pressure regulator is fitted with a gas 
flow monitor and high pressure pipes with integrated 
safety function against hose rupture and can be 
mounted on the wall of any WILK caravan. Thanks to 
SecuMotion, it is also possible to retrofit the DuoCom-
fort automatic change-over for the two-bottle gas 
system. Optionally.
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Welchen Wunsch dürfen wir Ihnen noch erfüllen? 
Your wish is our command
Sie wünschen sich Ihren einzigartigen Caravan oder Motorcaravan und einen Partner, der Ihre Ideen umsetzt? 
Dann heißen wir Sie herzlich willkommen in der Welt der Möglichkeiten: bei CCP – dem Custom Caravaning 
Project. Verwirklichen Sie Ihre Ideen und erfüllen Sie sich Ihre Wünsche und Anforderungen mit Ihrem persön
lichen Wohnwagen oder Reisemobil. Erleben Sie Caravaning neu.

Looking for a truly unique caravan or motorcaravan and an expert partner to make your vision a reality? 
Whatever your requirements, the Custom Caravaning Project (CCP) has the answer. We offer a range of 
caravans and campers that can be tailored to your specific needs – making your holiday dreams come true. 
And opening the door to a whole new world of caravaning.
 

Informieren Sie sich unter www.by-ccp.de
To find out more, visit www.by-ccp.de 

r

r=150 cm

This caravan model has been spaciously designed on 

the basis of a 560 series WILK layout and developed 

with all living comforts. The open, corner-free room 

design of this interior study offers ample freedom of 

movement with high-quality furnishing with kitchen, 

bathroom, living room and bedroom not only for 

wheelchair users or handicapped persons.

The yardstick in modern customer orientation:

 
The first WILK caravan 
with layout design suitable for disabled persons.
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The extremely spacious bathroom of this convenient lay-

out can be completely screened off from the living room 

by a variable folding door and sliding door. But the folding 

door only conceals the toilet – the outer washbasin can 

still be accessed by wheelchair. The enormous space 

offered is, however, also of interest to families as mother 

and child both have space in the bath at the same time. 

Both the washbasin and the kitchen worktop are moun-

ted at an ergonomic height and allow a wheelchair to be 

positioned underneath.

Another plus in convenience is the free access to the 

comfortable bed in the rear section. There is also a 

spacious seating group accommodated at the head of 

the layout suitable for disabled guests with an all round 

view through three windows. The television can be 

watched from everywhere by mounting the flatscreen 

on a flexible swivel arm. Elegant features such as the 

drawer extractor in the kitchen, sliding doors in frosted 

glass or the drawer elements fitted in the sloping ang-

les round off the harmonic ambience.

And what are your purely personal wishes? Our Partner CCP – Custom Caravaning Project will realise them for you!

Lots of space for individual holiday wishes.



��

Subject to technical amendments in design, colour and furnishing. Some of the photos are of special features that are available for an additional charge. Subject to 

country-specific amendment. Status August 2007. All Rights Reserved. 

2years‘
GUaraNTee

Annual leak checks required. In 
accordance with the valid guarantee 
terms.

6 years‘
 Water Ingress 
Warranty
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